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THE IPSWICH HOSPITAL NHS TRUST  

 
 

 

Minutes of meeting held on 16 March 2018 
Edith Cavell, Education Centre 1300 - 1500 

 
 

Present 
Gill Orves      - Chair  
Richard Wall - Stroke Services (joint vice chair)  
Cliff Oakley - Hotel Services (joint vice chair) 
John Abbott - Musculoskeletal Action Group 
Seamus McMillan - Endoscopy 
Graham Noble - Cardiology Services  
Jenny Pickering - Cancer Services  
Gordon Scopes - Diabetes User Group 
Vicky Thomson-Carr - Pain Management 
 
In attendance  
Claire Thompson - Interim Director of Nursing  
Steve Bruce  -  Patient Experience Insight & Improvement Officer  
Sarah Higson  - Patient Experience Lead  
Katy Snelgrove - Discharge to Assess Programme Manager(agenda item) 
Dr Caroline Angus  - Senior Health Improvement Commissioner SCC (agenda item) 
Linda Hoggarth  -  Suffolk Disability & Health Action Group 
Elizabeth Storer - Healthwatch Suffolk 
Elaine Noske    -  Non-executive director  
Paul Fenton    -  Director of Estates and Facilities 
Roger Blake    LD Liaison Nurse 
Debbie Reeve  Suffolk Family Carers 
 
 

Apologies  
Stephen Pryke - Liver Disease Action Group     
Crys Rapley - Older People 
Pam Talman - Patient Experience Coordinator 
Ken West - Parents Group 
Marielena Giner              -  Patient and Public Involvement Officer, IESCCG 
David Grimmer  - Suffolk Family Carers 
Scott Stavri  - Senior Operational Coordinator, Theatres & Anaesthetics (observer) 
                                                                                                      

Item  Action 
 

18/14 Welcome, Introductions and Apologies 
 

Welcome and introductions; apologies noted. 
 
 

 
 

 

18/15 Chair’s update: 
 
On Feb 23rd IHUG hosted a meeting to discuss the future of User Groups 
under the new organisation. We invited members of the CHUFT cancer 
services user group and the lead CHUFT governors plus a few other 
interested parties. Discussions centred on how user groups currently 
operate and how things might change going forward. The main aim being to 
strengthen the patient voice and to build on what we already have. We’re 
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not looking to reinvent the wheel but to improve on the existing models, and 
the merger has given us the opportunity to really look at how we can make 
patient involvement even more effective and to continue partnership working 
but on a wider scale.  
 
The heavy snow made for a very interesting trip to Birmingham, for the 
Patient Experience Network National Awards on March 1st. I must admit 
there were times when we wondered what we were doing trekking half way 
across the country in sub-zero temperatures and on arrival at the hotel the 
night before the awards, we were greeted by a notice informing us the 
heating had broken down! The next day Sim Centre Lead Jo Wesley, 
Richard Wall and myself attended the awards; we were finalists in the 
Strengthening the Foundations category. Members of IHUG have been 
assisting in staff training by role-playing mainly as relatives in Human 
Factors, Breaking Bad News, Care of the Deteriorating Patient and more 
recently Trainee GP training for almost 2 years and the feedback is that 
utilising real patients as opposed to members of staff or actors has made a 
huge difference. We believe that this approach is fairly unique and having 
proved that what we do works, it is something we’re all exceptionally proud 
of. IHUG’s relationship with Jo and her team is going from strength to 
strength with many more training sessions in the pipeline for the rest of the 
year. We didn’t win, but our display board generated a lot of interest from 
other organisations and from a networking perspective it was worthwhile. Jo 
now has the framed finalist certificate proudly on display in the Sim Centre! 
 
In the last couple of weeks IHUG’s opinions have been sought by Wendy 
Webb, for help with a change of wording in relation to transport on Lorenzo 
letters. Members comments were very much welcomed by Wendy and this 
week we’ve been helping clinical nurse specialist Manju Markose by 
commenting on a Patient Completed Fluid Chart, where again Manju has 
found our suggestions very helpful and said “I am so glad I sought your 
help, the feedback has been brilliant”. This morning Vicky and Jenny have 
been in the Simulation Centre, role playing the part of relatives in various 
scenarios for a REACT training session. Cliff, Richard and I have attended 
the joint Ipswich and Colchester Patient Advisory Group meeting this 
morning discussing issues around the merger. 
 
On Wednesday I attended my first East and West Suffolk Alliance Patient 
and Carer Forum, IHUG now has a place on this forum which is made up of 
many different organisations and a few service users. It was great to hear of 
the desire for everyone to work together, the Alliance is very much in its 
infancy but it should improve the experience the patients receive. It should 
be a safe place to raise issues, with the aim of learning from good or poor 
service so that improvements can be made. Surveys were a big topic of 
conversation and how valuable it is to spend time chatting with a patient to 
ask the right questions to find out what the patient really thinks. Which 
doesn’t come as a surprise to those of us involved with Adopt a Ward! 
 
Our next big event is on April 20th when IHUG hosts a ‘Celebration of User 
Groups’ event. This is the first time in 16 years that members of all the user 
groups have been invited to an event aimed at user involvement. Neill 
Maloney is our guest speaker and will be talking about the new organisation; 
we will then split up into discussion groups. The feedback generated should 
help us to find out what is and isn’t working for the user groups and if gaps 
are identified we can start working on ways to offer more support where 
needed. 
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Members continue to be involved in many different ways throughout the 
hospital and we now have members sitting on the Medicine Safety 
Committee, as well as judging panels, recruitment, PLACE audits, EOL, 
SPACE group, charities and many more. Adopt a Ward is still going strong. 
We’ve just added the Ophthalmology Day Care Unit to our list and are about 
to add Stowupland and Sproughton wards and to join the Equality Diversity 
and Inclusion committee. We’re been carrying out the Ticket Home 
evaluation surveys over the last couple of weeks, which certainly keeps you 
fit trekking from one end of the hospital to the other! 
 
Finally, Richard and I attended Lisa Nobes leaving do on Tuesday. As usual 
we were both greeted by a big warm hug and on behalf of IHUG we would 
all like to say what an amazing supporter she has been. She will be hugely 
missed and we would like to wish her all the best in her new role at 
IESCCG.  
 

18/16 Confirmation of previous meeting minutes (19 January 2018) 
 
The minutes of the meeting held on 19 January 2018 were approved as a 
true record. These will be uploaded to the hospital website. 
 

 

18/17 Action Log and feedback forms 
 
Action Log: 
 
Outpatients User Group – Open evening event planned for the 18th April to 
take place in main OP reception between 5.30 and 7.30pm. This will be 
advertised on the clarity screens. Feedback will be given at the next IHUG 
meeting following this event with recommendations of how to take this 
forward. The suggestion of having a drop in session during the day was 
raised and this will be considered following the event in April. (Remove from 
log). 
 
Concern over the slow progress of transition work, struggling to get 
traction and clinical leads from both paediatrics and adult for the 
complex cases -. Sarah Smith and Sarah Higson met with Lisa Nobes and 
identified some key actions to support engagement with clinicians. SS and 
SH have restarted the ‘Always Events’ programme to support this work. 
(Close remove from log). 
 
Discharge to Assess updates – agenda item 18/20. 
 
Hearing Loop signs – Paul Fenton reported that prominent signs are in 
place for hearing loops, if any have been damaged or taken down Estates 
can replace with new signs. Do not want to overload patients with signs and 
we are undertaking a review of signage. 
 
‘For monitoring section’ 
M4 – pain management doors – Paul Fenton reported that there is no scope 
in the 18/19 schedule to do this work due to finances. There is also a 
problem with fully automated doors due to fire risk etc. (remove from log) 
 
M5 – remove as duplicates M3 
 
Feedback forms:  
There were no new feedback forms 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Remove  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Remove 
 
 
 
 
 

Remove 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Remove 
 

M5 remove 
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18/18 Healthy Hospital Presentation – Dr Caroline Angus, Senior Health 
Improvement Commissioner, SCC  
Dr Angus presented the Healthy Hospital concept: 

 Anything additional to regular clinical care that improves the health of 
patients, staff or the local community 

 It’s a ‘brand’ for big or small ideas which: 
o Reduce demand for healthcare and supports NHS sustainability 

by preventing disease and increasing self-care 
o Improve staff wellbeing, productivity and retention 
o It is not a top down diktat 

Dr Angus explained who the team were and that it in effect included 
everyone – including patients/IHUG! 
 
Short term wins for patients: 

 MECC (make every contact count) training for staff and ward based 
volunteers  

 Smoke free hospital and nicotine replacement therapy for inpatients 

 Fruit and veg stall for all 
 

Longer term wins for patients: 

 Health coaching 

 Wellbeing charter 

 Referrals to lifestyle support 

 Suicide prevention training for emergency staff 

 Flu planning 
 
Questions: 
Will the coaching be personalised? The MECC training will assist this. 
Comment – need to change whole culture not just individuals – Dr Angus 
felt this project contributed to that change. 
When will volunteers be trained? Yet to be finalised. 
How does this link with CHUFT? Initially IHT based but colleagues from 
CHUFT starting to have conversations about this. 
 

 

18/19 Trust update (including Estates)  

 CT updated IHUG on the Director of Nursing leaving the Trust. There 
is a Trust Board meeting in Public at the end of March (29th) at 
2.30pm in the Corn Exchange Ipswich to focus on agreeing the Final 
Business Case for merger. Staffing during the snow was good with 
staff making the effort to get into work  

 GN asked if IHUG could have an overview of the Trust finances. EN 
explained that the trust was budgeted to make a loss; however the 
deficit may be larger than expected. The merger will help make a 
more resilient organisation and will help sustainability overall as a 
system, linking with the STP 

 Question – will the STP become an ACS (Accountable Care System) 
or ICS (Integrated Care System)? 

 PF - OCS are mobilising the Hotel Services contract due to start on 
9/4/18. 121 meetings with staff are taking place. ISS are extracting 
equipment and OCS are due to take delivery of new equipment 
before the start date. The order has been placed for the 
refurbishment of the Courtyard. The new contract will include a 
patient meal ordering system; this has the capability of knowing each 
patients dietary requirements 

 Bridge school is now open and this has created 250 extra car 
parking spaces for staff and 85 for patients. 11 new disabled spaces 
have been created near the maternity block 
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 The Helipad is proving troublesome with issues being raised that are 
delaying the opening 

 We are looking at different way of conducting the PLACE audits this 
year. GN noted that PLACE panel members should be polite to staff 
at all times 

 JP commented on people parking on the grass; PF noted this and 
explained how tickets are issued, appeals etc 

 Somersham move has been deferred; additional resources are to be 
used to mitigate the risk. 
 

Merger Updates 

 GO offered IHUG’s assistance if there is anything they need to be 
involved in during the merger 

 CT mentioned that the experiences of other Trusts is getting the 
“Buy In” from all parties including staff is key. We need to listen to 
who we hear from, and those who we don’t hear from at present and 
we need to act on what we do/don’t do well. EN added that we would 
be taking the best bits from both sites. It was suggested that Director 
of Comms could share new structure and timeline with IHUG 

 GO asked if as we will have one board will you then have another 
tier of management, effectively having a sub board on each site. It 
was recognised that would be a need to have site focus. 

 JP has heard from numerous middle tier staff that they are feeling 
left out and being pushed to do things the ‘CHUFT’ way. It was felt 
that the stream of staff was one way with Ipswich staff going to 
CHUFT, however this is starting to be reciprocated with CHUFT staff 
coming to Ipswich 

 SM asked how the merger is affecting primary care and patients, EN 
responded by saying that there would be no change without 
consultation and that this will link into the STP. It was felt that more 
comms need to done with staff. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Action 

18/20 Discharge to Assess Update – Katy Snelgrove Programme Manager   
 
Katy provided a thorough update across the D2A programme. A question 
was asked with regard to how mental health might fit into this in the future. 
Kay responded to say that a more holistic approach would be desirable and 
that longer terms there are plans to link with mental health. 
Vicky – reported that she had seen some good literature and practice on 
Kirton ward regarding the discharge process. 

 Homeless patients require careful discharge planning from the 
moment they are admitted 

 When using D2A it is a fine line between feeling rushed out the door 
and cared for. 
 

 
 
 

 

18/21 Additional updates – standing item 
 

Voice 4 Change  - Working on a transition from paeds to adult service 
project (Always Event). Members will be invited to attend a Schwartz round. 
Planning further projects including a cinema night, easter egg hunt. 
 

Learning Disabilities Action Group (LDAG) – 26th March Parents and 
Carers user group first meeting – good response. RB drafting ToR for this. 
The meeting will be held in Seminar room 3, 10.30am. 
Learning Dis User Group – Sam Cloud from ED and Rebecca Pulford have 
attended. The ’My Health’ Passports will be amended with the ‘Top 5 things 
that are important to me’ on the top of the form. One of the group will 
shadow Rebecca Pulford for a day. The ambulance service has been asked 
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to attend a meeting in the future and the dieticians are due to attend the 
next meeting. ED receptionist will be receiving some extra training around 
LD. The group are putting together a video on certain procedures in the 
hospital, starting with blood tests. These will be available on the trust 
website for all. The group has a regular core group.  
 

Ipswich and East Suffolk CCG – no additional updates for today’s 
meeting. 
 

 

Suffolk Family Carers – DR spoke about PENNA awards with Lavenham 
and how dedicated the nurses where to ensuring the nursing on the ward 
was covered while they were attending the awards. Unfortunately they did 
not win.  
 

Linda Hoggarth, Suffolk Disability & Health Action Group  
Disability Focus 2017 was held on 24 October at One, Scrivener Drive, 
Ipswich. On the whole Ipswich hospital came our favourably; with a few 
concerns including: 

 How people with a disability can travel to and from the hospital 

 People with dementia find it difficult to understand the process of the 
telephone reminder services 

 Re-tendering process for the community wheelchair service – 
unhappy that service users were not consulted 
 

Suggestions made included: 

 Having pictorial information available re procedures e.g. pacemaker 
fitting 

 

The full report is available on request. 
 

Healthwatch  
Working with Maternity Voices Partnership around Tongue-tie in babies 
(ankylosglossia). 
 

Community (from community hospital matrons): 
 

Aldeburgh – works have begun on a sensory garden (as featured in the 
Hospital’s discover magazine); this is an exciting venture for both the 
hospital and local community. 
 

18/22 Documents for approval at today’s meeting 
 

 No documents for today’s meeting. 
 

 
 

18/23 Documents to receive for information only - standing item 
 

Nothing for today’s meeting. 
 

 

For formal recording purposes only: 
 

IHUG members regularly receive a range of trust communications. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

18/24 Any other business 
 

 PF Disabled Go launch on the 9th May 12.30 – 2.30 in the main 
lecture theatre 

 JA mentioned that the lack of Trust leads at user group meetings can 
cause issues with meetings potentially being cancelled 

 There was a question about whether or not car parking charges were 
going up – PF was able to assure the meeting that there were no 
plans to increase charges at this time. 
 

 
 
 
 

18/25 Next meeting 
 

Friday 25 May 2018, Edith Cavell, Education Centre – 1300 - 1500. 
 

 
 
 

All to note 

 


